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Japan's Ambiguity-valued Culture and Communication Customs Prove 
InetTective in Directness-valued U .S. Discourse 
Masao KANAOKA 
Abstract-Why are Japanese engineers poor English writers? Precisely， why do they 
have difficulties leaming appropriate writing styles for American English speakers? Why 
can't Japanese educational systems， including sch∞l-based English classes， enhance 
such engineers' written-communication skills? Finally， why can't the Japanese take 
immediate actions to improve their U.S.-style English writing skills? This article， mindful 
of such issues， explores some culture-driven factors that inhibit Japanese writers from 
communicating effectively in English. Some examples are: Japanese conversational 
practices， rhetorical and decision-making practices， and how they influence Japanese 
writing. This piece shows how these elements have affected Japanese people's logical， 
rhetorical， thinking and writing practices and proved problematic for American English 
speakers. 
Key Words-ambiguity， communication， directness， Japanese culture， U.S. discourse 
During the late 1980s and ‘90s， technical communication greeted the global stage 
thanks to the skyrocketing Internet revolution. English technical communication has 
substantially grown into international technical communication. Haas and Funk (1989) 
suggest that the internationalization of technical communication can involve not only 
sharing common practices and developing needed guidelines but also working toward an 
understanding of communication in otber cultural contexts. Mindful of this， they argue 
that extensive cross-cultural communication study is necessary for successful globalized 
English technical writing. Japanese technical writers， for instance， are expected to 
understand Western communication cultures for their globally appropriate English 
technical documents. For them， it's time to learn well-conceived hands-on written 
communication skils from the United States， ，the most advanced coun住yin the research 
of technical communication. 
While studying culture-driven communication differences， Japanese technical 
writers need to create meaningful messages appropriate to American English speakers. In 
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other words， they must eliminate their ambiguous thinking and communication styles. 
Japan's typical communication， bぉedupon spoken pa仕emsheavily reliant on nuance， 
ambiguity and body language， proves impractical to U.S. discourse where explicit logical 
context is traditionally emphasized. 
"Communication has been defined as a process of sharing meaning between 
persons through an exchange of symbols. This process is most difficult for individuals 
who have different linguistic and cultural backgrounds，" Potvin and Woods (1983) 
expl泊n.They argue that language nuances， word usage， style and tone are problematic 
communication areas for non-native speakers. 
For instance， Sullivan and Kameda (1982) claim that American business 
negotiators and Japanese counte叩artsoften see a cultural gap in the concept of "profit." 
Americans adopt the term profit as personal gain for the co叩orateowners; the Japanese， 
meanwhile， assume it to be corporate gain not only for technology development but for 
long-term social gain. Here， what general semanticists call "bypassing" -two people use 
the same word， but attribute different meanings to it-occurs. Both negotiators， 
communicating in the same language， assume that they see no difference of defining 
profit and profitability; however， the differences can be glaring. 
Contrastive research in language， culture and communication di百erencesis 
necessary for most Japanese writers who have never thought critically about their written 
English as a real communication too1. This approach would finally enhance their 
insighぜ'01，objective analysis of their writing strategies aimed at American discourse. 
Reader-responsibility Communication Style-the Opposite to American Style 
Kohl et al. (1993) explain that出eJapanese language has no articles， relative 
pronouns and relative clauses. Besides， itis also unique for its ambiguity derived from 
Japan's traditional communication style， which urges the reader/listener to understand 
what is left unsaid by the writer/speaker. Thanks to their homogeneous society based on 
closely shared values， the Japanese have less trouble understanding the speaker' s 
intention and sharing the meaning without complete expressions. The context of everyday 
life is deeply and widely shared， so there is often litle need to be explicit， they add. 
Japan's ambiguity-based communication practice has developed for centuries， 
nurturing people's deep insight and keen attention to decode others' implicit messages. 
Through this， community-based harmony and c∞peration have been nurtured across the 
coun住y.Evasiveness， tentativeness and indirectness have been valued as the most 
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effective， sophisticated communication styles for conveying the speaker' s intention. But 
such communication practices should be avoided among English-speaking countries. 
In particular， Americans want ideas “shown" and expl泊ned，even from earl y 
childhood. They play a game in school called “show and tel." Displaying an object and 
explaining about it is embedded in Westem oral speech， ritualized at an early age. 
Some researches suggest that the Japanese rely more on oral communication than 
written discourse. Haas and Funk (1989) note白atshared information is spoken rather 
than written. Similarly， Cutler (1988) states that it is difficult to track research activities 
in Japan， since there are no paper trails， no intermediate publication points. 
Historically， village-based small communities didn't require writing messages; 
audiences lived near， and farming villagers apparently read speakers' minds through their 
cryptic explanations and emotionally expressive eyes. lρok into the person's eyes， and 
tηto understand what's on his or her mind-lapanese people remark. Writing was not 
important and lacked this nuanced expressiveness valued in oral speech. 
Writing diverted from what Japanese cal appreciated ineffable， mystical fascination 
generated by spoken language. This communication value was applied to written 
communication practices， eventually fostering unclear， illogical English writing by the 
Japanese. ln this sense， Miller (1977) assumes that Japanese authors dislike clarification 
and ful explanation of their views; they like giving dark hints and a阪 mptto leave 
behind them nuances. 
Decoding ambiguous messages， both oral and written， relies on the 
reader/listener's comprehension skils. Not the writer or speaker， but the audience 
assumes the responsibility in clarifying an incomprehensible message. ln other words， 
what Kohl calls “reader responsibility" reflects Japanese writers' poor awareness of 
audience expectations and needs among English-speaking cultures. 
Japan's reader/listener responsibility often appears in everyday life in both formal 
and casual situations. Japanese people often say“1'1 do my best in tack1ing the issue" 
instead of“1 promise to solve the problem." Even the Japanese govemment attending an 
international conference would mention:“We '1make our best efforts for the current 
trade imbalances between Japan and the United States" rather than“We promise the U .S. 
govemment to eliminate Japan' s surging trade su叩lusby half during the next few years." 
A similar case occurred in a recent Japan-U.S. business conference focused on the two 
nations' intensified trade friction. Confused by Japanese officials' ambiguous， 
incomprehensible and evasive expressions， President Clinton urged them to use clear， 
concrete and appropriate words so that U.S. people could identify Japan's goal and real 
lntentlons. 
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A Confusing， Evasive Double Standard Logic-Honne (ture mind) and Tatemae 
(principle) 
Japanese society and culture， often described as possessing homogeneity and 
ve凶cality，seek harmonious human relationships. Traditionally， Japanese people value 
idealism rather than realism. Because of this， the Japanese tend to think introspectively 
and do not show t∞much interest in the precise details of factual events. The Japanese 
people， inthis sense， are subjective in thinking and orientation， soOkabe (1983) explains. 
Conversely， Americans tend to maximize their “public self，" expressing their 
inner feelings and emotions openly while valuing objectivity， specificity and precision. 
U.S. speakers emphぉizerealism， explicit evidence， and persuasive logic. Each utterance 
includes a point， supported by evidence driven byan訂 gument.
The Japanese consider the feelings of others， but this culture has created an 
ambiguous communication style-a double standard of tatemae (principle) and honne 
(true mind). "Tatemae is any rule of conduct which Japanese accept by unanimous 
agreement and it would be wrong if you think that Japanese don't take it seriously. It is 
like a valuable license that secures them membership in a coveted group. Stil it is a 
formal front rather than a principle， behind which one may safely and continuously 
entertain one's honne. The discrepancy between the two is bom， ifnot so bravely， with a 
good conscience" (Doi， 1973， p.184). 
Japanese people think such a double standard seems rational and practical for 
their sharing meaning and mutual understanding. While looking evasive， ambiguous， 
indirect and confusing to Wesもemers，this traditional logic is deemed as a sign of a 
matured and sophisticated communication process. 
Dr. Dwight W. Stevenson， a University of Michigan's professor familiar with 
teaching technical writing to non-native English speakers， conducted his observation-
based writing research targeting Japanese company engineers. As a result， he found a 
substantial di百erencein designing technical documents; their English documents lacked 
logical and rhetorical appropriateness for American readers. 
Direct and immediate identification of the problem is a basic element in most 
English problem-solving technical documents， but this approach is culturally taboo in 
Japan. Besides， the concept of the carefully developed paragraph as a unit of discourse， 
so important to U.S. writers， isnot really familiar to Japanese writers. Because of this， 
their English documents remain indirect， intuitive， subjective and ambiguous， Stevenson 
(1991) explains. 
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A feature of English language is the construction of a coherent and unified 
paragraph， a series of sentences that develop one central topic in a clear and persuasive 
manner. This means U.S.-style English writing values well-balanced logical development 
and rhetorical proportion between the theme and details. Such a written communication 
style does not appear in Japanese writing. Mindful of this， Okabe (1983) argues that it is 
almost impossible for him to teach Japanese students the detailed function of coherent 
English paragraph in a well-conceived manner. 
American logic and rhetoric value step-by-step， chainlike organization， as 
frequently observed in the problem-solution pattern or in the cause-to-effect or effect-to-
cause pattem of organization. Here， logic is tossed continuously and aggressively 
between the speaker and the listener， finally generating a sense of reinforcing each 
other' s independence. 
Conversely， Japanese logic and rhetoric emphasize a dotted， pointlike method of 
structuring a discourse. No sense of rigidity， accuracy， precision or reality is required; a 
sense of delicate heart， which leisurely throws a bal back and forth and carefully 
observes the other's response， constitutes Japanese logic， Okabe explains. He also notes 
that Americans seek "hard， mindlike logic" while the Japanese adopt "soft， heartlike 
logic." As a result， American technical writers seek their preference for logos， reason， and 
cognition， whereas Japanese counte叩artsrely on intuitive， impressionistic and emotional 
words for expressing sympathy， appreciation and encouragement aimed at sharing 
meanlng. 
Ki-sho・te1:-ketsu-AGoal-missing， Inconsistent Rhetoric through Westem Eyes 
Syntactically， Japanese verbs come at the end of the sentence. Until the listeners 
hear the whole sentence， they wouldn't know where the speaker stands. In other words， 
this gives the speaker a psychological advantage of changing his or her position in 
anticipation of the listeners' reaction to it. However， the listeners are left wondering what 
the speaker intends to say. Besides， many auxiliary words function as adhesives of other 
words and sentences， making the whole sentence complex， confusing， redundant and 
ambiguous. Worse， Japanese syntax does not require the subject in a sentence; the 
qualifier-predicate forms sentence construction. This subject omission also creates 
ambiguity in Japanese writing. 
Along with such language complexities， a Japanese rhetoric called "ki-sho-ten-
ketsu" affects Japanese technical writers' English communication practices. Dennett 
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(1988) c1aims that出istraditional， writing-focused rhetoric must be ineffective in 
designing English technical documents. "In technical writing it can be avoided， or at least 
minimized， by identifying and learning to compensate for the influence of ki-sho-ten-
ketsu， the model of skillful Japanese writing. Once this is accomplished， the Japanese 
English as a second language (ESL) writer may stil have writing problem" (Dennet， p.
116). 
This rhetorical form， primarily used for literary writing， isinadequate for 
expository writing. Kabashima (1980) notes that ki-sho-ten-ketsu lacks a sense of purpose， 
and rhetorically it is ineffective in convincing Westem readers. Sawada (1977) argues 
that ki-sho-ten-ketsu c加 notbe applied to academic writing due to its vague， unclear 
focus. Meanwhile， Aihara (1984) refers to English business writing focused on a three-
unit style (introduction， body and conclusion)， suggesting that the function of ten， which 
draws readers' attention to the story by creating unexpectedness， can. beavoided in 
English writing. 
However， Japan has no other specific rhetoric except such a literary writing 
format. Because of this， many Japanese assume出atthis rhetoric might be applied to their 
English writing. Even some writers who have leamed American logic and rhetorical 
development subconsciously use ki-sho-ten-ketsu for their English technical documents. 
Dennett (1988) studied how ki-sho-ten-ketsu， a goal-missing， inconsistent rhetoric， 
affected Japanese writers' English communication processes. Structured around a 
graduate-level seminar in technical writing at the University of Colorado， the study 
included in-class business and professional writing， and two video-taped writing 
exercises timed for later protocol analysis developed by Janet A. Emig and extended into 
problem-solving analysis by Linda S. Flower and John R. Hayes. 
There were five Japanese participants in the seminar-a physicist working on 
postdoctoral appointment， a linguistics professor， an 恥侶A student， an engi neeri ng 
manager in the midst of a midlife career change， and an engineering professor， so she 
explains， adding that al joined this experimental ESL seminar expressing the idea that 
their English writing skills were a personal problem in their American workplace or 
cIassroom. 
Through her observation， Dennett suggests that ki-sho-ten北etsuwas evident in al 
their writing-in class， out of class， and that videotaped and timed for later protocol 
analysis. An exception was a Japanese physicist. Exercising his knowledge of U.S.-style 
technical communication， he perceived the structural differences between good Japanese 
writing and good English writing. His writing assignment， like other subjecぜ， was to 
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describe one of the protocol writings comparing two sets of unemployment statistics from 
di仔erentyears and draw some conclusions about the two years. 
“First of al， we don't have paragraphs. We have instead ki-sho-ten-ketsu. The 
first p訂tof the writing-ki-represents what you are ta1king about. But if you're writing 
about unemployment， you cannot start 'the unemployment rate.' Cannot do that. [You J 
must start something like 'recently many people get fired.' lt is kind of a cushion， tomake 
a new view smooth. The next one-sho-changes the topic into what you really want to 
ta1k about，" the physicist explained. 
His starting， however， posed a significant problem in sharing meaning， says 
Dennett. He treated the statistics as raw data， studying them intently and eventually 
drawing a number of rough graphs. With a number of reflective pauses， this graphing 
lasted nearly 10 minutes. He then wrote a brief sentence highlighting the information he 
had gleaned from the tables: 
The unemployment rate increases in 10 years regardless lofl the sex and age except 55 Iyears old] 
men 1-3 years [of education 1.
His first start: As a whole the unemployment rates increased.…was quickly rejected. 
His second start: The unemployment rates....was torn off his pad and wadded up as 
well. 
Only his third start was acceptable: The unemployment rates of 1970 and 1979 a陀
ilustrated in figure 1 through figure 2. 
Even though he had discussed the indirectness required by ki， he was unable to 
paraphrase the evident conclusion-he couldn't state the logical outcome of increases in 
unemployment in his opening sentence. Rather， he referred his reader to the graphs that 
showed an increase. Only in his second paragraph did he venture directly into the real 
topic， the causes of unemployment increases， so Dennet explains. Through the research， 
she concludes that it is not enough just to teach the rhetorical structures expected of 
competent English writers. ESL students and professionals alike benefit most from 
instruction that compares how English rhetoric differs from that of their native language. 
As seen from Japanese ESL writers brought up to admire the quasi-ambiguity and 
emotion-evoking model of kishotenketsu， itwould be necessary to address the cultural 
expectations that underlie rhetorical models. 
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